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Pub quiz
1. What is the capital of Chile? 

2. Banten is the westernmost province of which Indonesian 
island? 

3. EUROPEAN GRAND TOURS is an anagram for two different 
European nationalities. Each letter is only used once. Which 
two nationalities are hiding in the phrase?

4. According to most Egyptologists, what was the primary 
purpose of the Great Pyramid of Giza when it was 
constructed? 

5. Why did French bike rider Adolphe Heliere fail to complete 
the Tour de France in 1910? 

6. In what year did the Australian Government ban smoking on 
all Australian International flights? 

7. Approximately how many steps are there in the process of 
making a single Cuban cigar?
a) 8
b) 50
c) 100
d) 72

8. What US state is considered the spiritual home of the 
Hershey chocolate empire? 

9. In what country is Airbus’ operating headquarters located? 

10. What currency is used in Greenland? 

11. What city does this collection of pictures spell out?

Where in the world?

THIS place is famous for 
its lakes which are arranged 
naturally into cascades. 

There are 16 lakes which are 
separated by natural dams made 
of travertine.

Each of the lakes has distinctive 

colours ranging from azure to 
green, grey or blue, and the 
colours change depending on the 
organisms in the water or even 
the angle of the sunlight when 
you’re looking at them.

Do you know where this is?

Sudoku
THE aim of Sudoku is to complete the entire grid using the numbers 

1-9. Each number can only be used once in each row, column, 3×3 box.

DIABOLICAL

www.sudokuoftheday.com – visit them and get a new Sudoku every day!

+ +

ANSWERS 09 JUL

Pub quiz: 1 MH370, 2 Pound sterling, 3 Bucharest, 4 Orlando, 
Florida, 5 Helsinki-Vantaa International Airport, 6 Cyprus,  
7 The sun, 8 New Zealand, 9 Frozen Planet, 10 Saigon, 11 Istanbul 
(e [note] + Stan [Lee] + bull)

Whose flag is this: Nauru

Funnies Flashback
WE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 07 Mar 2012:

GROUP buying website Living Social has confirmed Americans 
are the world’s worst-behaved travellers.

Intriguingly, the poll surveyed over 5,500 people, with more 
than 4,000 of these being US citizens themselves.

Four in 10 US respondents admitted to stealing something 
from their hotel room such as bathrobes & towels, while others 
‘fessed’ up to swiping pillows, sheets, Bibles and even remote 
controls.

Surprisingly, 78% of the Americans polled said that they had 
visited at least one foreign country, and 61% said they had been 
to multiple, however latest figures show only 37% of Americans 
held a passport.

Good news for the local tourism industry however, with the 
most popular ‘dream’ destination for Americans to being a visit 
to Queensland’s Great Barrier Reef.
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